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During a recent 
inte rv iew wi th 
Kanye West, Jimmy 
Kimmel summa-
rized a common 
sentiment, tell-
ing West: “I don’t 
know if you know 
this, but a lot of 
people think you’re 

a jerk.” Over the last ten years, West has shot from 
relative obscurity as a producer to become one the 
most popular and influential musicians of our time. 
Along the way, millions have formed perceptions of 
West, based largely on a few high-profile incidents 
and magazine headlines. Today, West is widely dis-
liked, mocked, and criticized for being egotistical 
and insensitive. These criticisms, though often mis-
guided, do have some merit, but the dismissiveness 
resulting from these negative impressions is tragic, 
as it stops many from appreciating the work of one 
of the most compelling artists alive.

West cuts to the heart of what makes him 
so polarizing in another quote from his Kimmel 
interview; “I’m a creative genius, and there’s no 
other way to word it. I know you’re not supposed 
to say that about yourself, and I say things the 
wrong way a lot of times, but my intention is 
always positive… I want to bring more things 
to the world, I want to help the world, I want 
to make people’s lives easier.” West casts off 
society’s expectations of humility, and many 
people become too outraged to understand 
his underlying motive, a desire to con-
tribute something positive to the world. 
Speaking to BBC, West stated that “people 
think a lot of my motivation is very mega-
lomaniac and self-oriented. To the con-
trary, completely: I just 
want to help. My 
father started 
a foundation  
called Good-

Re-evaluate Kanye West

“I feel stupid 
because I’m being 
over-dramatic.” A 
friend of mine, a 
female high school 
student, confessed 
to me after keep-
ing the details of 
her rape to her-
self for months. 

According to CNN, one in five women will be 
assaulted while enrolled in a university, and 95 per 
cent of the attacks are not reported. Schools need 
to provide adequately trained professionals for the 
victims of sexual assault to help lead an investiga-
tion to ensure the culprit is appropriately punished 
and to destroy the stigma that leads to a survivor’s 
silence. In addition, anyone found guilty of rape 
should be expelled from the school.

It is difficult for survivors to undergo the 
tedious and lenient investigation process with 
poorly-trained school officials and critical peers. 
Zoë Ridolfi-Starr, a student at Columbia University, 
explains why she did not want to relive the horrors 
of her assault saying, “the university reporting 
system has a horrible reputation.” Columbia is not 
the only campus; according to the U.S. Department 
of Education “federal investigators are checking 
whether 55 colleges and universities illegally han-
dled sexual violence and harassment complaints.” 
The victims are attempting to recover from the 
traumatic incident, and in order to complete the 
trial they must battle cultural stigma, public shame 
and judgement, only to see their perpetrator return 
to campus after a short suspension. The minimal 
punishment is ridiculous and teaches men that 
rape is forgivable. 

When students do speak up, as female student, 
Sarah Yee, at Columbia University describes, the 
school official “will fixate on her behavior, not 
his,” asking, “Why were you drinking so much?” 
For three hours Sarah and the school staff member 
discussed the her drinking habits and “what she had 
done wrong.” Initially the woman Sarah spoke to 
suggested she returned to the attacker’s room, the 
place the assault took place, in order to “talk things 
out” with her rapist. While Sarah’s attacker pleaded 
guilty, he was suspended for just one semester. At 
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Address rape on campuses
I f  you  a re 

moving across the 
country, it’s no 
question that you 
would bring your 
favorite painting 
or throw rug with 
you to your new 
home. So for many 
families, leaving a 

family pet behind is completely out of the question. 
The only problem is that, unless you are willing to 
drive for about a week with your family and all your 
belongings in tow, there is no completely safe way 
to make sure that your furriest family member will 
make it to their destination safely. 

Material goods can be packaged into moving 
trucks or in the cargo hold; humans can travel 
safely in comfortable chairs and watch free movies 
on the backs of headrests while they travel. The 
only problem is that there is no middle ground for 
animals. Harm caused to animals on airplanes has 
gone largely unnoticed, and the only way to ensure 
that they survive the journey is to improve animal 
care on planes. 

Pets certainly aren’t people, and they can’t sit 
quietly in economy without creating disturbances, 
whether those disturbances are loud noises or the 
spread of allergens. As a result, they’re put in the 
“luggage” category, meaning they are locked in 
crates, checked in upon entrance to the airport, 
transported into the plane, and then shoved into 
the cargo hold where the temperature is unregu-
lated and passage is jerky. 

Many airlines do offer passage for animals. 
Small animals, including small dogs, can usually 
travel in the cabin if they can fit underneath the 
seat. Larger dogs, however, are required to travel in 
cargo, if they are allowed to travel at all. This trip is 
an extremely stressful one. Most dogs and cats are 
terrorized by a fifteen minute car ride to the vet. 
Now imagine the same skittish animals crowded 
together in complete darkness next to a roaring 
engine for up to eight hours.

Almost everyone has or knows some-
one who has had their luggage lost or 
damaged during a flight. When animals 
are treated as luggage, you run the 
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this point he has returned and Sarah struggles to 
feel “like I can be focused or calm on campus.” 
People in positions of authority are letting the 
victims down, both men and women, and the 
flawed system needs to be reformed. A database 
maintained by the U.S. Justice Department’s Office 
on Violence Against Women, includes information 
regarding about 130 universities receiving federal 
funds to fight sexual violence from 2003-2008, 
the most recent year available. Though limited, 
it shows that colleges rarely expel men who are 
found “responsible” for sexual assault; these 
schools permanently kicked out only 10 to 25 
percent of such students.

In light of recent complaints the Obama 
administration has released a new report in an 
attempt to fight rape on college campus. The 
White House Task Force to Protect Students from 
Sexual Assault published a twenty page report 
reminding universities of the responsibilities they 
have toward their students. “In recent years, some 
schools have directed nearly all their employees 
... to report all the details of an incident to school 
officials,” the report said, “which can mean a 
survivor quickly loses control over what happens 
next.” It’s essential that control is returned back 
to the victims. The administration calls for further 
training for those who deal with sexual violence 
on college campuses. “Insensitive or judgmental 
comments — or questions that focus on a victim’s 
behavior (e.g., what she was wearing, her prior 
sexual history) rather than on the alleged perpe-
trator’s — can compound a victim’s distress,” the 
report notes. In addition, the report cites trans-
parency as a central issue on college campuses. 
No university wants to admit it has a problem; 
parents do not want to send their children to a 
school where the data regarding sexual assaults 
is unusually high. However, in truth these could 
be the safest schools, the data indicates that 
they have implemented an accessible and encour-
aged method of reporting the crimes on campus.  
Schools with lower instances of sexual assault  
most likely are advertising an under reported 
number.

It is time that we acknowledge the problem in 
our nation’s universities and fight to ensure that 
the men found guilty are expelled.
(Sources: CNN, NotAlone.gov, Title IX, and Public 
Integrity.org)

same risk. A living creature should receive prior-
ity care over a suitcase filled with pajamas and 
underpants, but for some reason, this isn’t the case.

When flights are delayed or there are long lay-
overs, many airlines overlook the passengers loaded 
into the underbelly of the plane. In the summer, 
temperatures can reach stifling highs in the hot 
metal jumbo jets. Some airlines try to provide the 
animals with water, but they either don’t provide 
enough water or overlook that responsibility 
completely. In the winter, the uninsulated cargo 
hold can reach temperatures low enough to kill or 
harm living cargo.

Michael Jarboe made news when he lost his 
healthy two-year-old mastiff, BamBam, last Novem-
ber due to inadequate pet care on his flight from 
Miami to San Francisco. Although he paid extra 
for dog handlers to ensure BamBam’s safety, 
the dog died during a layover in 90 degree heat  
without water.

Stories like BamBam’s occur far too often to be 
tolerable. There has to be a program that ensures 
animal safety during flights, meaning that handlers 
are with the animals throughout the flight. This 
sort of insurance is impossible as long as animals 
are transported in the cargo hold. Animals too big 
to travel as carry-on luggage should be kept in a 
back area of the cabin where owners and handlers 
can check on them.

We carry wallets and keys with us, sometimes 
even a change of clothes and a toothbrush, because 
we don’t trust airlines to return our checked lug-
gage safely. Why then do we allow pets to be victims 
of heatstroke and dehydration, especially when 
many people value them as members of 
their families?
(Sources: ABC News, 
Metro News) 

There is much 
discussion about 
w h a t  y o u ng 
people should 
do to prepare for 
success in adult-
hood. One of the 
leading topics in 
this discussion is 
education. Often 

students find themselves questioning what ben-
efits they will receive from schooling, especially 
considering the rising financial cost of universi-
ties. Education is usually seen as a method of 
socializing individuals as schools provide both an 
academic and social environment. Academic insti-
tutions are a central element in organizing society 
by allowing individuals to develop competencies 
and opening opportunities for the pursuit of a 
variety of professions. Informal education begins 
at birth and continues throughout life, whereas 
formal education is introduced to the individual 
once they are old enough to function in a school 
environment. The debate over the correct mode 
of receiving an education reflects a larger conflict 
between immediate and long term satisfaction.

Throughout my years of schooling, I have 
noticed that many plan their professional and 
personal futures based on the system’s boundaries, 
while others try to diverge from this worldview.  
I want just as badly as some of my peers to break 
free from what is expected of me by society and 
live a free-spirited life away from the material 
world. Unfortunately, our society has high school, 
higher education, and high expectations. However, 
I also do not want to be naive about which choices 
will affect the trajectory of my life. Unless I want 
to be unsuccessful or in debt, I need to build an 
educational foundation for myself. It just so hap-
pens that higher education plays a key role in the 
development of this foundation. 

Too often people classify college as a “waste 
of four years of our precious lives,” but this is a 

ludicrous claim. The purpose of going to college 
and accepting challenges is to prove to myself 
that I have the moxy and intellect to overcome 
the tribulations presented. As much as my more 
rebellious peers want to believe that we can lead 
a happy life without receiving a proper education, 
this is just not so. Knowledge is often essential 
to attaining happiness. Although it is easy to 
decide formal education isn’t important, it’s 
nearly impossible to fully enjoy modern society 
without pursuing academics in a traditional set-
ting. Expansion of the mind, which can be found 
through school, is vital to understanding yourself 
as well as the world around you. 

Considering the status quo, it is unrealistic 
to believe that living an impulsive or uneducated 
life is enough to keep one happy. There are cer-
tain precautions that one must take and factors 
that one must calculate when making choices 
concerning their education. One cannot assume 
that life will work out without proper preparation. 
I despise society’s demand for success and ten-
dency to belittle the individual, but I cannot run 
away from the fact that I am part of the system 
whether I like it or not. Ideally, societal constructs 
like education would provide opportunities for 
students to further their own personal interests. 
Though there are other ways of attaining personal 
fulfillment, education is a major gateway to  
numerous opportunities. 

Specifically, LGHS students are given the tools 
necessary for academic success, and this academic 
success opens up professional opportunities. It is 
up to each individual to utilize these assets to 
our benefit or to dismiss them as insignificant to 
our personal strategies for success. Giving time 
and effort towards pursuing your education, 
both in high school and beyond, is a responsible 
avenue for ensuring a comfortable lifestyle later. 
Rather than chasing instant gratification, long-
term investments in education, like all other 
investments, will pay off over time. Utimately, 
education, including both formal education 
received in school and lessons acquired through 
life experience, is the key to success.  

water and moved to the Dominican Republic to 
help… with the prostitution, with the extortion, 
to help right there… My mom was the first black 
female chair of the English department. There is 
no award show, there is no amount of billboards, 
there is nothing that can define me or make me 
past what my parents made me.” West certainly 
has an ego, but his ego shouldn’t stop people from 
taking his music or his dreams seriously, and those 
who think that he works mainly to fuel his own 
ego are completely off-base in their judgement.

West’s ego becomes more understandable in 
light of his achievements. At age thirty-six, West 
ranks eighth for all-time Grammy Awards records 
with twenty-one wins and fifty-one nominations. 
His music has been met with overwhelming critical 
acclaim, and many critics wholeheartedly agree 
with West’s self-proclaimed status as a creative 
genius. Reviewing West’s most recent albums, 
Yeezus, Lou Reed wrote that “the guy really, 
really, really is talented.  He’s really trying to 
raise the bar.  No one’s near doing what he’s doing, 
it’s not even on the same planet.” People should 
reexamine what they think they know about 
Kanye West, and then they should follow Reed’s 

advice: “If you like sound, listen 
to what he’s giving you.”

(Sources: MTV, BBC, 
ABC, The Talk-

house)
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